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Storm Drainage Basin Maintenance Mandatory Pre-bid Meeting 
August 18, 2016 

Questions 

General Questions 

 When will the 3 years of the contract begin?…the date when the Purchase Order is issued? 

  Response:  The contract effective date will start the date it is fully executed by the City. 

 Who was the vendor that received the last maintenance contract? 

 Response:  Odyssey Landscape Co. Inc. was the City’s last vendor for this contract 

 Was the prior bid written for the same time frame as the current-3 year + 2 ext? 

 

 Response:  The prior bid was written as 2 years + 1 year extension 

 

 What is the engineer’s estimate for the three-year contract? 

 

 Response:  The engineer’s estimate is between $320,000 and $340,000 

 

 Is the engineer’s estimate close in price to the last contract amount? 

 

 Response:  Yes, the last contract amount was $202,000 for 2 years. 

 

 Is a bond and a retention both required for this contract? 

  

 Response: A 100% performance bond is required on this project.  Retention of 5% is only 

 withheld from contractors who are engaged in capital related activities. This contract is for 

 maintenance services only. 

 

 Can the Bond be an annual bond reviewed each year for the 3 year term and then each year for 

the extension years? 

 

 Response:  No, the bond must be for 100% of the 3 year bid amount 

  

 

 Are State Fish and Game permitting required for work performed in these basins? 

  Response: No, no moving streams are involved. 

 

 Will the sign in sheet for this pre-bid meeting be posted? 

 

 Response:  Yes, it is posted on the City’s Bid Flash webpage under Sign-in Sheet 

 

 The contract terms included a statement about moving buildings to the site…was that a general 

contract template term?  Will the contract be required to establish a mobile building on site of 

each of the basins? 

 

 Response:  This statement about moving buildings, listed in bid items 

 #1,6,12,18,23,29,34,39 is general construction related language and should be 

 disregarded for this particular maintenance bid. 
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 Can the City post a sample inspection report produced by the last contracted service vendor? 

  Response: No, not available at this time. 

 

With regard specifically to the Charter Way Basin: 

 The 4 x 20 concrete pad that needs to be laid…can an engineer’s drawing be provided for it? 

 

 Response: No, not needed 

 

   Will the pad need to be reinforced with wire/rebar? 

 

  Response: Yes, rebar 

 

 Is the vegetation removed/disposed offsite by the contractor? 

 

  Response: Yes 

  

 Is the mowed material grinded down and left at basin bottom?  Or is it to be collected and hauled 

off for disposal? 

 

 Response: It is to be collected and hauled off for disposal 

 

 Is there a liner to the basin bottom? 

  Response: No, there is no liner to the basin bottom. 

 

 Is the sedimentation in the concrete channel to be removed from the basin/disposed of offsite by 

the contractor? 

  Response: Sedimentation should be removed from the concrete channel and be   

  distributed evenly, approx. 2 inch thick over the basin floor. 

 

With regard specifically to the Western Pacific Basin: 

 For bid item 17 which involves filling the void spaces at a 9” lift – how far out from the repair of the 

voids/cracks and compaction need to extend? 

 

  Response: Bring all depressed up to grate. 

 

 The channel strip on the basin floor is made of what type of material? 

 

 Response: This is typically comprised of reinforced concrete 
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 Are there any protected animal species living within the basins that the contractors need to be 

aware of? 

 

 Response: No 

 

 

With regard specifically to the ProLogis Park at Duck Creek Basin: 

 Will contractor be able to access the basin 24 hours a day, 7 days per week (will guard allow 

access)? 

 

 Response: Contractor work hours are from 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. weekdays, unless 

 otherwise approved by the City.  Please refer to Bid item 2.4 

 

 Weed growth must be mowed down to what height? 

 

 Response:  5 inches per specifications in bid document. Please refer to Bid items 

 #3,8,14,20,25,31,36,41 section D. 

 

 Does the contractor need to maintain weed growth up to the fence line?  

 

 Response:  Yes 

 

 

 Does the contractor need to mow the weeds outside the perimeter of the fence? 

  Response: No 

 

With regard to the Riverbend Basin: 

 Can the City provide As-Built plans for the basin? 

 

 Response: Due to time limitations, no As-Built plans will be provided. 

 

 The contractor must remove all the cattails and trees that have grown within basin? 

  

 Response: Yes 

 

 The contractor must remove and dispose of the vegetation from the site? 

  Response: Yes 

 If the City does not approve some rounds of maintenance, does that imply that the contractor may 

not be paid the full amount of the bid? 
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  Response:  The City will pay for all maintenance line items which are pre-approved by  

  the City after review of submitted inspection reports.  The City will determine required  

  standards of maintenance to meet its needs. 

 

 Is the contractor responsible for weed abatement/pest spraying? 

 

 Response: Yes, please refer to bid items #3,8,14,20,25,31,36,41 section D, E and F. 

 

 What if a heavy rainy season produces higher than normal weed/vegetation growth, will the 

contractor be able to seek additional compensation? 

 

 Response: No, this contract is for routine maintenance only 

 

 What is mowless sod? 

 

 Response:  Mowless sod is a “no mow” grass that is deep green, fine textured with 

 blades that can reach 12-18”inches in height. It is ideal for sloped areas as stabilization 

 and erosion control. If maintained properly, is free of weeds, disease and insect 

 infestations.  Regular watering and complete fertilization is required.  

   

With regard to the Morada Basin: 

 Will the contractor be responsible for mowing all weeds up to the fence line? 

  

 Response: Yes 

 

 Will the contractor be responsible up to the water line? 

  Response: Yes 

 Will the contractor be responsible for mowing down the willow trees currently growing within the 

basin? If so, will contractor be responsible for chemical treatment to ensure they do not grow 

back? 

 

 Response: Yes, the contractor will be responsible for removal of the willow trees within 

 the basin but not chemical treatment needed for any regrowth. 

 

 Is there any aquatic treatment/treatment of water within basin? 

  Response: No 

 


